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Using level-2 fuzzy sets to combine uncertainty
and imprecision in fuzzy regions
Verstraete Jo¨rg
Abstract In many applications, spatial data need to be considered but are prone to
uncertainty or imprecision. A fuzzy region - a fuzzy set over a two dimensional
domain - allows the representation of such imperfect spatial data. In the original
model, points of the fuzzy region where treated independently, making it impossible
to model regions where groups of points should be considered as one basic element
or subregion. A first extension overcame this, but required points within a group to
have the same membership grade. In this contribution, we will extend this further,
allowing a fuzzy region to contain subregions in which not all points have the same
membership grades. The concept can be used as an underlying model in spatial
applications, e.g. websites showing maps and requiring representation of imprecise
features or websites with routing functions needing to handle concepts as walking
distance or closeby.
1 Introduction
The concept of the fuzzy regions originated from a need to represent and reason
with imperfect spatial information. The available models did not provide ample ca-
pabilities deal with imprecision or uncertainty of the data, particularly when the
imprecision or uncertainty concerned the locational data itself: a region without a
crisply defined outline, a region with elements that only partly belong to it or a point
located at an imprecise location. The concept of fuzzy regions solved this, the fuzzy
set over the two dimensional domain can be given a veristic interpretation ([1]),
where the membership grades indicate the extent to which points belong to the set
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thus representing a region; or a possibilistic interpretation ([1]) where the member-
ship grades indicate the possibility this point is a valid candidate, thus indicating
a fuzzy point. However, in the model, all elements were considered independently
from one another, yet sometimes a user can have additional information. An exam-
ple would be the representation of a lake with a changing water level. All points at
the same altitude along the side of the lake will be either above the water or under
the water at the same time; so it makes sense to group these points together if we
want to represent the lake as a fuzzy region.
In this contribution, we will go deeper into a mechanism that allows such internal
dependencies to be modelled. In section 2 we will give a brief overview of the cur-
rent model for fuzzy regions 2.1.1, the first extension that makes use of the powerset
(in 2.1.2) and its limitations (in 2.2). Section 3 concerns the proposed extension to
use the fuzzy powerset in order to enrich the fuzzy regions and the resulting inter-
pretation (in 3.3). The conclusion (section 4) summarizes the finding and mentions
future work.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, the current definition for fuzzy regions and its extension using the
powerset of the two dimensional domain is presented.
2.1 Fuzzy regions
Traditionally, a polygon or other closed line is defined to be the boundary of a crisp
region; the region is then considered to be inside this boundary ([6]). However, it is
also possible to consider the region as the set of points contained in this boundary,
and this is the view from which the fuzzy region can be defined.
2.1.1 Definition
From this point of view, it is a small step to augment the definition to a fuzzy set
([13], [14]) of points. In [8], the fuzzy region was defined over R2, thus with each
element (point) a membership grade was associated.
Definition 1 (Fuzzy region).
˜R = {(p,µ
˜R(p))|p ∈ R
2} (1)
A fuzzy region essentially is a fuzzy set defined over a two dimensional domain; the
concept is illustrated on figure 1. Consequently, the traditional fuzzy operations for
intersection and union (t-norms and t-conorms) are immediately applicable. Specific
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spatial functionality has been added, some examples include the distance between
regions and the (fuzzy) surface area of a region [10]. Topology has also been consid-
ered [11]; unlike in the crisp case appropriate definitions for the boundary, interior
and exterior had to be derived from the initial given fuzzy set. The research is also
still ongoing, as we try to find more optimal definitions. This model serves as a
theoretical basis, in [7] and [9] we presented models suitable for implementation.
Fig. 1 The concept of a fuzzy
region ˜A; a fuzzy set over a
two dimensional domain. All
points belong to some extent
to the region; indicated by
means of the membership
grade. The lower half of the
figure shows a cross section.
The shades of grey relate
to the membership grades:
darker shades match higher
membership grades (the re-
gion has a dark outline to
indicate its maximal outline).
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The representation model can be used with a veristic interpretation to yield a
fuzzy region: in this interpretation, the membership grades represent the extent to
which the points belong to the region; but all points belong to the region. Giving
the membership grades a possibilistic interpretation results in the representation of
a fuzzy point: we are modelling a crisp point, and every element of fuzzy region
is a candidate with its membership grade indicating the possibility. It goes without
saying that the operators (e.g. distance) are impacted by this. In either interpretation,
all points are considered to be independent of one another. In some situations, a user
has added knowledge about the fact some points are linked (e.g. the example of the
lake). A first extension to overcome this, makes use of the concept of the powerset.
2.1.2 Powerset extension
To overcome the problem that all points are considered independently, elements
of the fuzzy region need to be grouped. For this we first look at the concept: the
fuzzy region is a fuzzy set of R2. To define the extension, we need to redefine the
domain, and for this the powerset of R2 is used. The powerset℘of a set is a new set
containing all the possible subsets of that particular set. To illustrate this, consider
the following example:
℘({0,1,2}) = {{},{0},{1},{2},{0,1},{0,2},{1,2},{0,1,2}} (2)
For R2 this becomes:
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℘(R2) =
{
X |X ⊆ R2
} (3)
Definition 2 shows the definition for fuzzy regions using the above powerset, as
defined in [12].
Definition 2 (Fuzzy region with powerset extension).
˜R = {(P,µ
˜R(P))|P ∈℘(R2)∧∀P1,P2 ∈ ˜R : P1∩P2 = /0} (4)
Note that the intersection between any two elements should be empty: it is required
that no two elements of the fuzzy region share points. A point can only be considered
to belong to the region once, even if it is to a membership grade less than 1. When
a fuzzy region is defined by means of a limited number of subregions, the concept
bears resemblance to the concept of plateau regions [3]. The operations distance
and surface have been considered in [12]. The extended concept of fuzzy regions is
illustrated on figure 2, we refer to [12] for more details on the surface area. Simply
put, the fuzzy surface area represents every possible surface area; this implies that
when points are grouped in a subregion (e.g. the regions ˜B and ˜C, there are less
possibilities: the subregions either count as a whole, or do not count at all.
˜A = ˜A1∪ ˜A2
= {(p,1)|p ∈ A1}∪
{(p,0.5)|p ∈ A2}
˜B = {(B1,1), (B2,0.5)}
˜C = {(C1 ,1)}∪ ˜C2
= ˜C1 ∪{(p,0.5)|p ∈C2}
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2 Three different examples of fuzzy regions, with their surface areas: (a) the classical model,
where each points is treated independently, (b) the extension with the powerset, showing a region
consisting of two subregions each counted as a whole, (c) a region where there is both a subregion
where points are treated independently, and a subregion that is counted as a whole. For each region,
a mathematical explanation of its elements, a graphical illustration, where the shade of grey is
representative of the membership grade, and its fuzzy surface area are shown.
2.1.3 Example
The fuzzy region based on the powerset still has the same interpretations as before.
The lake from the example can now be represented as a fuzzy region, but with all
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the points that are at the same altitude (and thus would flood at the same time)
contained within a subregion. While at first sight this makes no real difference to
the representation of the region, this change in definition impacts its use. The fuzzy
surface area [12] of the lake for instance will now be represented more accurately,
possibly having less possible values than before, as points at the same altitude are
not counted individually but as a group.
2.2 Limitations
While powerset extension mentioned in 2.1.2 allows for a richer model, it still is not
without its limitations.
The first limitation is that all points contained within a subregion are required
to have the same membership grade. This is basically caused by the fact that the
subregion is a crisp region, which is given a membership grade as a whole. Addi-
tional knowledge could be present so that it may be necessary to group points with
different membership grades.
The second limitation is more subtle and concerns the interpretations. Consider
the example of the lake: it is said that the membership grades carry a veristic inter-
pretation; all the points or subregions in the case of the powerset extension belong
to the region to some extent. However, when we consider the changing water level
on the lake, we could consider it to have a possibilistic interpretation, as there is
only one water level at a time (it is just unknown to us for some reason). On the
other hand, it is not possible to give the fuzzy region the possibilistic interpretation,
as this would not represent a region anymore but more a fuzzy point (and a fuzzy
set of candidate locations).
To overcome both limitations, an improved version of the powerset extension is
presented.
3 Fuzzy powerset extension
3.1 Concept
The limitations of the previous extension were mentioned earlier. The first limita-
tion, lack of grouping together points with different membership grades, could be
solved by using fuzzy subregions. The use of fuzzy subregions will however intro-
duce a second membership grade for the points of the region, which could serve as
a solution to the interpretation problem.
The concept of the fuzzy powerset extension is similar to the previous extension:
a fuzzy region will now be defined as a fuzzy set of fuzzy sets, which is achieved
using the fuzzy powerset. The fuzzy powerset ˜℘ of a set A is the set of of all fuzzy
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sets over the given set A.
˜℘(A) =
{
˜X |∀x : µx˜(x)> 0⇒ x ∈ A
} (5)
By using the ˜℘(R2) as the domain for the fuzzy region, a region with fuzzy subre-
gions can be defined.
3.2 Definition
Using the fuzzy powerset, it is possible to define a fuzzy region similarly as has
been done with the powerset.
Definition 3 (Level-2 fuzzy region).
˜R = {( ˜R′,µ
˜R(
˜R′))| ˜R′ ∈ ˜℘(R2)} (6)
The membership function is defined as:
µ
˜R : ˜℘(R2) 7→ [0,1]
˜R′ → µ
˜R(
˜R′)
The elements of the fuzzy region ˜R are fuzzy regions as per definition 1; an impor-
tant difference with the previous definition is that we now allow different subregions
to share elements. The definition comprises what is referred to as a level-2 fuzzy set:
a fuzzy set defined over a fuzzy domain ([2],[4]) and is named accordingly. This con-
cept is not to be confused with a type-2 fuzzy set ([5]), which is a fuzzy set defined
over a crisp domain but where the membership grades are fuzzy sets.
On figure 3, a region ˜R defined with three fuzzy subregions is shown; ˜R =
{( ˜R′1,µ ˜R( ˜R′1)),( ˜R′2,µ ˜R( ˜R′2)),( ˜R′3,µ ˜R( ˜R′3))}.
Fig. 3 A fuzzy region as ˜R de-
fined using definition 3. ˜R has
three overlapping subregions
( ˜R′1, ˜R′2 and ˜R′3); each fuzzy
region (1), as indicated by the
grey scales. These subregions
are candidate representations
for the feature modelled, and
carry membership grades to
indicate this possibility (not
shown). As before, darker
colours indicate higher mem-
bership grades.
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3.3 Interpretation
By using fuzzy regions (definition 1) as basic elements for the new concept, points
of the universe will have multiple membership grades associated: some from their
own membership in the subregion, some from the membership of the subregion
that contains them. To explain the interpretations, first the new definition will be
considered under the same limitation as the powerset extension: subregions will not
be allowed to overlap. This simplification has quite an impact on the interpretation,
but makes the link with the previous extension more obvious.
3.3.1 Non overlapping subregions
In the first extension (section 2.1.2), subregions were not allowed to overlap in order
to simplify the model. In this section, we will consider the new extension (section
3) under the same limitation, merely to illustrate the way it impacts the interpreta-
tion. By limiting the definition in not allowing overlapping subregions, it becomes
a straight forward extension of the previous definition (2.1.2): the fuzzy set over
the new domain (i.e. the region ˜R) needs to have a veristic interpretation as it is
represents a region (all elements belong to it). The fuzzy set in each subregion ˜R′
also needs to carry a veristic interpretation (or the subregion would not be a correct
representation of a region). An example of such a region is shown on figure 4.
Fig. 4 Illustration of a fuzzy
region as ˜A defined using the
above definition 3, but not
allowing regions to overlap.
It shows three subregions
( ˜A′1, ˜A′2 and ˜A′3). Each of
these subregions is a fuzzy
region (using definition 1) on
its own, as indicated by the
grey scales. The feature being
modelled is the union of all
these subregions; and there-
fore contains each of them to
some extent. Each subregion
carries a membership grade to
indicate this extent. As before,
darker colours indicate higher
membership grades.
Points p of the universe R2 carry only two membership grades, as they only be-
long to one ˜R′ ∈ ˜R: the membership grade µ
˜(R)(R
′) and indirectly µ
˜(R′)(p). To say
something about p in relation to ˜R, these grades can be accumulated, using the inter-
section of the membership grades of the point in the subregion, and the membership
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grade of the subregion. This allows us to define the function µ ′
˜R which returns the
membership for individual points of the universe (it is not a true membership func-
tion, we will elaborate on this in the next section).
Despite the presence of the limitation, the first problem described in 2.2 is solved:
points with different membership grades can be grouped in one subregion. The sec-
ond problem however, the ambiguity regarding the interpretation, remains.
Example
To simplify the example, the regions will be defined as finite sets of points. The
formulas also hold for infinite sets. Consider the region ˜R defined as below.
˜R = {( ˜R′1,1), ( ˜R′2,0.5)} with
{
˜R′1 = {(p
1
1,0.8), (p12,0.6)}
˜R′2 = {(p
2
1,0.8), (p22,0.4)}
Using a t-norm T , the membership grades µ ′ are
µ ′
˜R(p
1
1) = T (µ ˜R( ˜R′1),µ ˜R′1(p
1
1)) = T (1,0.8)
µ ′
˜R(p
1
2) = T (µ ˜R( ˜R′1),µ ˜R′1(p
1
2)) = T (1,0.6)
µ ′
˜R(p
2
1) = T (µ ˜R( ˜R′2),µ ˜R′1(p
2
1)) = T (0.5,0.8)
µ ′
˜R(p
2
2) = T (µ ˜R( ˜R′2),µ ˜R′1(p
2
2)) = T (0.5,0.4)
3.3.2 Overlapping subregions
For regions with overlapping subregions, the situation becomes more complex. Each
of the subregions ˜R′ can be seen as a candidate fuzzy region, but as a region has a
veristic interpretation of its elements. Each subregion ˜R′ is a basic element of a fuzzy
set ˜R, in which it will carry a membership grade µ
˜R(
˜R′) to indicate its possibility, and
as such a possibilistic interpretation is needed on this second level. The model can
thus be used to represent fuzzy points as well: it suffices to consider singleton sets
subregions. We can now consider the relationship between a single point p of the
universe R2 with the fuzzy region ˜R. While it is of course not possible to consider
a point of a subregion ˜R′ independently from other points of the same subregion
˜R′, it is possible to provide information regarding individual points. A point of the
universe, if it is contained within more than one subregion, will have a number of
membership grades from the first level and a number of membership grades from
the second level. The former relate to the extent to which the point belongs to the
region, whereas the latter relate to the possibility the point belongs to the region.
Expressing the membership of this point in relation to the fuzzy region ˜R implies
there is uncertainty about the points membership grade. To express this, we can
resort to a fuzzy set to describe the membership.
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Definition 4 (Membership of points).
µ ′
˜R(p) : R
2 7→ ˜[0,1]
p → µ
˜R(p)
The membership function is defined as
µ ′
˜R(p) =
⋃
˜R′∈ ˜R
{(µ ′
˜R′(p),µ ˜R( ˜R′))} (7)
Note that µ ′
˜R(p) is not a true membership function, as ˜R is not a set of points. The
function is also not normalized: a point can belong to an extent smaller than 1 to
regions that have a possibility smaller than 1. From this definition, it can be seen
that while the region was defined as level-2 fuzzy set (fuzzy set over ˜℘(R2)); we
can consider it a type-2 fuzzy set (over R2), but in this latter view we loose the
knowledge about the subregions. The value of this function is that it allows us to
make statements on individual points of the universe in relation to a fuzzy region.
Example
To represent the region, all the outlines for the possible boundary need to be con-
sidered, along with how possible each outline is (some outlines may be quite likely,
whereas others are not). The outline can have points with different membership
grades to indicate an imprecise outline. A simple example using finite sets to illus-
trate the functions is given below.
˜R = {( ˜R′1,1), ( ˜R′2,0.6), ( ˜R′3,0.4)} with


˜R′1 = {(p1 ,1), (p2,0.7)}
˜R′2 = {(p1 ,0.8), (p2,0.7)}
˜R′3 = {(p1 ,0.4), (p3,0.8)}
The membership grades for the three points then are:
µ ′
˜R(p1) = {(µ
′
˜R′1
(p1),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′1))}∪{(µ ′˜R′2
(p1),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′2)}∪{(µ ′˜R′3
(p1),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′3))}
= {(1,1), (0.8,0.6), (0.4,0.4)}
µ ′
˜R(p2) = {(µ
′
˜R′1
(p2),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′1))}∪{(µ ′˜R′2
(p2),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′2))} = {(0.7,S(1,0.6))}= {(0.7,1)}
µ ′
˜R(p3) = {(µ
′
˜R′3
(p3),µ ′
˜R(
˜R′3))} = {(0.8,0.4)}
Each fuzzy membership has a possibilistic interpretation to indicate the possibil-
ity the element belongs to the region to the given extent. The point p1 belongs to
an extent 1 with a possibility of 1 (if it is in subregion ˜R′1), to an extent 0.8 with
possibility 0.6 (subregion ˜R′2) and to an extent 0.4 with possibility 0.4 (subregion
˜R′3). For p2 an s-norm is needed as it belongs to the same extent to two regions; in
this example the maximum was used.
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4 Conclusion
In this contribution, we presented an important extension to our model for fuzzy
regions, yielding level-2 fuzzy regions. The extension allows for two levels of un-
certainty or imprecision, allowing the representation of features that partly belong
to the region, and features that possibly belong to the region (or any combination).
This change makes for a much richer modelling, allowing the fuzzy regions to rep-
resent real life features more closely. The extension also unifies the representation
of fuzzy regions and fuzzy points, overcoming the need of specifying the interpreta-
tion. Obviously the changes require adaptation of a number of operations that have
been defined so far, which is our main focus of the future work.
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